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 Released: 2018. Language: English. Color: Color. Classification: Movies. Director: Najwa Najjar Writer: Najwa Najjar, Mira Nair Cast: Rizwan Manji, Trisha Ezzat, Adeel Akhtar, Gulal Naseer A young Alawi Kurd girl spends her summer studying in Istanbul’s upscale suburbs with her Turkish father, where she falls in love with an Arab boy. Meanwhile, her mother, desperate to find a husband for
her daughter, secretly takes her to the nearby city of Karakoy to meet a rich Arab man, only to discover her husband is missing and that the man is in fact a Kurdish spy. Review: I’m shocked by the low numbers of women directors we have in cinema today, let alone ones of such a high level as Najwa Najjar. Who knew? She’s made a wonderful, heartfelt, socially relevant, and importantly feminist

film about an Alawi Kurd woman in the middle of Turkey. I was impressed by its technical execution, which was a solid mix of a period piece and a spy thriller. But what really made me love the film was Najjar’s character development, especially of the lead character of Saffie Roussos, who is played perfectly by Trisha Ezzat. This is a film about a young woman going against her family’s wishes to
pursue her dreams, even though the consequences are dire, and making an impact, especially in the case of the heroine’s sister. The most interesting thing about this film is the fact that it’s a contemporary story about an Alawi Kurd family, and more specifically, a Kurdish family, even though the entire film takes place in Turkey. I also enjoyed how Najjar handles racism in the film, the most obvious
of which comes in the form of Saffie’s family coming to the Kurdish village to coerce her into marrying an Arab. However, I can’t help but feel that the film deals with the Arab invasion of Palestine and the role of the Kurds in that war pretty superficially. I still think the film is extremely relevant in today’s political climate. It has a positive message about love, family, and overcoming obstacles to live

your dreams. On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is poor and 10 is 82157476af
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